As March begins, so do the Tucson Show 2009 mineral room updates!

This first update consists of a single new room and twenty new specimens which represent some of the finest items I found during this year's show! Many more rooms and hundreds of incredible new specimens will follow in the weeks ahead but this is a great way to get things rolling!

**Tucson 2009 Room 1**

In the first update, you will find high quality mineral specimens like:

- A world class Freiberg Silver from the 2002 DeSautels Trophy Display
- Triple terminated and unheated Tanzanite crystal cluster with matrix
- Large cabinet plate of Deer Trail Mine Fluorite on Quartz crystals
- Large cabinet specimen of Blue Cap Tourmaline on Golden Quartz
- Museum quality specimen of Sweetwater Galena and Calcite
- Superb Boleite specimen from the Romero Collection
- World class Wire Gold in Calcite from the San Pedro Mine
- Wire Gold in Calcite from the Pamour Mine, Ontario, Canada
- Crystalline Gold from California
- Beautiful Erythrite from the Martin Zinn Collection
- Museum caliber crystalline Gold on Quartz from Nevada
- Ed David combo of clear Fluorite with Green Quartz
- Stunning Elmwoods

and much more!

This first update carries more than its fair share of impressive specimens and the updates to come will only add to the offering.
Enjoy the new specimens and please take advantage of the Post-Auction event as well. There are still dozens of specimens to choose from and the link can be found at the bottom of Tucson Room 1.
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